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Global IT Distributor Optimizes
Warehouse Processes with
SAP® Software
Quick facts

“Within just a couple of months of going
live with the warehouse management
software from SAP, we started seeing
impressive benefits, including reduced
costs and improved productivity in
our warehouses.”
Tammy Gardner, Director of IT Supply Chain
Systems, Tech Data Corporation

Company
• Name: Tech Data Corporation
•	Headquarters: Clearwater, Florida
• Industry: Wholesale distribution
•	Products and services: IT products
and services
•	Revenue: US$26 billion
•	Employees: 8,700
• Web site: www.techdata.com
Challenges and Opportunities
•	Combat high costs and inefficiencies
in logistics centers
•	Enable nimble response to customer
demands
Objectives
•	Standardize on a single platform for lower
total cost of ownership, streamlined customer support, and worldwide efficiencies
•	Maximize productivity in warehouses
SAP® Solutions and Services
• Warehouse management functionality
in the SAP® ERP application
•	SAP NetWeaver® Business Warehouse
component
• SAP Business Suite functionality for
business planning and consolidation,
human capital management, and financials
and controlling

Implementation Highlights
•	Smooth deployment via in-house expertise
•	Use of templates created during earlier
global implementation of SAP business
software
•	Phased deployment
•	Enhancements made to templates during
each deployment, expediting subsequent
rollouts
• Thorough end-user training and change
management
Why SAP
•	Smooth integration and unlimited scalability
•	Proven software within Tech Data
Benefits
• 20% reduction in logistics-related
operating costs over 3 years
• Double-digit gains in productivity for
picking, packing, and putaway functions
•	Significant enhancement in data analysis,
resulting in bottleneck reductions and
improved labor management, slotting
capabilities, and overall processes
•	Real-time availability of inventory
•	Automated work assignments and
directed picking
•	Ability to extend cutoff times and still meet
shipping commitments
•	Electronic validation of picking and putting
•	Paperless picking via radio-frequency
handheld devices
•	Streamlined packing processes
Legacy Environment
Highly customized software for enterprise
resource planning system modified for
warehouse management

SAP Customer Success Story
Wholesale Distribution

As one of the world’s largest wholesale distributors at the center
of the IT supply chain, Tech Data Corporation needs to ensure
streamlined processes and smooth operations in its warehouses.
“We were meeting our service-level agreements, but at a high cost
due to the lack of automation in our enterprise resource planning
system,” explains Tammy Gardner, director of IT supply chain
systems for Tech Data. To help ensure nimble operations, the
company implemented warehouse management functionality within
the SAP® ERP application.
Dated ERP System and Manual
Processes
With a commitment to keeping customers satisfied, Tech Data works hard
to ensure its products arrive on time.
Key to delivering on that promise, while
containing costs, is the company’s
ability to maximize productivity throughout 29 worldwide logistics centers.
An impressive physical infrastructure
gives Tech Data the tools it needs to
stock in-demand IT products and, in
turn, ship them to almost any destination in record time. Unfortunately, the
company’s existing North American
enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system – which had been customized
to support warehouse management –
was expensive to maintain. It also
lacked the agility Tech Data needed.
As a result, Tech Data’s warehouse
employees relied on manual processes
to accomplish their tasks, receiving
insufficient support from the ERP
system.

For example, when product came into
the warehouse, an employee would
enter the information into the ERP
system and hand out a work order;
an associate would search the aisles
to locate a place for putaway. As orders
came in, employees would manually
execute the pick path, using their
judgment to determine the best
sequence in which to fulfill orders.
The process was further complicated
by the fact that it was difficult to determine where product was located until
the information was uploaded via
batch processing in the system.

A Single Platform and
Standardized Processes
Knowing that it had to be nimble to
fulfill customer requirements, the
company recognized the need to
improve warehouse operations in the
United States. Tech Data had rolled out
SAP business enterprise software in
17 countries in Europe. But partnering
with the business, Gardner and her
group conducted due diligence before
choosing a solution for the eight logis-

tics centers in the United States and
Canada. Once the company recognized
the advantages of standardizing on a
single platform, it made a commitment
to employ the warehouse management
functionality in SAP ERP. “A number of
factors made it advantageous to be on
one platform: total cost of ownership,
worldwide efficiencies, and streamlined
customer support. Plus, if vendors ever
want to purchase from us globally in the
future, we will already have the right
processes in place. With a single platform, we’ll be able to serve them consistently out of every warehouse,” says
Gardner.
Tech Data decided to approach the
project in a way that would yield the
fastest return on investment. To that
end, the company first integrated the
warehouse management functionality
from the SAP business software with
its current ERP system. “We knew this
would provide quick results,” continues
Gardner.
SAP acted as a consultant to the
steering committee, providing Tech
Data with guidance for the project.
Otherwise, Tech Data was largely selfsufficient during the implementation,
as it leveraged its European employees.
“We took advantage of the global
template that our company had already
developed for the 17 countries using
SAP business software. On top of that,
we leveraged repeatable processes
from employees in our European offices
who had participated in those implementations. To ensure rapid adoption
of the software, Tech Data also conducted thorough end-user training and
change leadership.

“With enhanced inventory control, we have far more granular tracking
inside the warehouse, which is tremendously valuable in satisfying our
service-level agreements.”

Tammy Gardner, Director of IT Supply Chain Systems, Tech Data Corporation
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Streamlined Deployment
Tech Data configured the warehouse
management software from SAP to
meet its needs in regard to optimal
pick paths and order prioritization, and
began the implementation in the United
States at the warehouse with the leastcomplex logistical processes. It then
deployed the software to the rest of
the locations in stages. The template was
enhanced with each implementation, and
as a result, deployments went more
quickly with each successive rollout.
While network-wide inventory levels are
managed in the existing ERP system,
the granular details are captured in the
warehouse management functionality
within SAP ERP. For example, the exist-

Quick Cost Reductions and
Productivity Improvements
After the warehouse management software was implemented across the eight
logistics centers, 1,000 associates
began using it to support daily tasks,
and Tech Data got the results it was
looking for – quickly. “Within just a
couple of months of going live with
the warehouse management software
from SAP, we started seeing impressive benefits, including reduced costs
and improved productivity in our warehouses,” comments Gardner.
With support for radio-frequency scanner technology in the warehouse management software, Tech Data realized
efficiencies in the directed putaway

“With SAP software, we can proactively expand our offerings and continue
to meet customer requirements cost-effectively.”
Tammy Gardner, Director of IT Supply Chain Systems, Tech Data Corporation

ing ERP system might indicate the
company has 200 units of a particular
product on hand, but the warehouse
management software will specify that
there are 50 units in 4 different logistics
centers in these physical bins. Initially,
order information was entered into the
existing ERP system for billing. However,
Tech Data now uses the SAP ERP
Financials solution to process orders
and invoices directly.

process. Now, because all critical information captured via the scanner guns
is automatically uploaded to the SAP
software, associates in the logistics
centers can more efficiently slot products. Warehouse workers can also
use the scanning gun to view orders
of interest, such as priority orders.
Moreover, in the past it took an associate four steps to execute packing.
With the warehouse management
functionality, this is reduced to a single
step: the associate scans the tote,
and the order weight is automatically
calculated by the SAP software.

Combined, these improvements allow
Tech Data to process higher volumes
and still meet its shipping commitments.
Just as important, better insight into
order volume and warehouse receipts
enables Tech Data to staff its logistics
centers accordingly.

Greater Insight, Streamlined
Processes
Tech Data also uses the warehouse
management software in conjunction
with the SAP NetWeaver® Business
Warehouse component to ensure
more accurate reporting and decision
making. “Our managers are confident
in the near-real-time information they
receive,” explains Gardner.
Of primary benefit is the real-time visibility Tech Data has gained into product
location and movement. It can now tell,
for example, when items have been
moved from a particular bin. This reduces
bottlenecks because employees no
longer spend inordinate amounts of
time investigating pick exceptions or
locating product. “With enhanced
inventory control, we have far more
granular tracking inside the warehouse,
which is tremendously valuable in satisfying our service-level agreements,”
says Gardner. Tech Data also has the
IT tools it needs to determine the most
efficient pick-path sequence and where
incoming product should be stored for
optimum access and picking efficiency.
The net result of all these improvements: double-digit gains in productivity
for picking, packing, and putaway functions – and a more than 20% reduction
in logistics-related operating costs over
three years.
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Greater Confidence Going
Forward
Since the initial installation of the warehouse management functionality in
SAP ERP, Tech Data has deployed
additional SAP software to support
business planning and consolidation
and human capital management and
pricing. Also, according to Gardner,
the company will continue to explore
new ways of using the business
solution. Says the director of IT supply
chain systems in conclusion, “With
SAP software, we can proactively
expand our offerings and continue
to meet customer requirements
cost-effectively.”
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